Eddie M. Guerra, PE, Puerto Rico Alpha’08, is Vice President of Civil Infrastructure Development at Rizzo International, a specialized civil engineering firm headquartered in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Mr. Guerra is a licensed civil engineer with over a decade of experience in civil and energy infrastructure projects. He currently serves in committees for standards of the American Society of Civil Engineers, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and the American Nuclear Society and is an industry practice advisor for graduate students at the University of Puerto Rico-Mayaguez. Mr. Guerra holds a bachelor’s degree in Civil Engineering from the University of Puerto Rico-Mayaguez and a master’s degree in Structural Engineering from Lehigh University. He lives in Pittsburgh with his wife and two children.

In his Tau Bate Talk, Eddie Guerra reflects on his career as a civil engineer and his calling to become a Trendsetter – a call to pursue and kick start civil engineering projects with a strong social impact destined to influence and reverse trends in society for the overall good. From launching educational campaigns on energy infrastructure to founding non-profits and leading community-level civil engineering projects for the most vulnerable, Eddie will take us through a career not defined by a corporate ladder but by following a calling for social impact and leveraging civil engineering and infrastructure as a catalyst to reverse and set trends in society.

Register at: https://tbp-org.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZcucOCvqDwtG9V7rkqE4HhvGbsfApVWFLOE